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Establish a pandemic task force and schedule frequent meetings with your company’s hurricane task force to uncover un-
foreseen risks

Develop communications programs that encourage earlier-than-usual hurricane prep for policyholders

Create and dispatch prep teams in advance of storms

Lean on Technology and Innovation to drive efficiencies.  Brainstorm simplification of claims processing and limit the need 
for adjusters on site as much as possible
Strengthen existing drone and remote claims support

Run sensitivities around peak risk zones where both HU risk and populate density / COVID impacts are high

Review and clarify wordings and exclusions in your current and future contracts.

The pandemic and riots of the spring fall outside of the typical scope of cat modeling.  Focusing now on natural catas-
trophes, while 2019 was a steady march of tornados and events throughout the spring, 2020 has featured fewer torna-
do outbreaks and more large scale SCS activity interrupting otherwise quiet periods (see fig 2).  For example, significant 
derecho activity around Philadelphia created a large event in the Northeast. The derecho spanned from Pennsylvania 
to New Jersey with wind gusts reaching over 90 mph. There were two instances of derechos that occurred within the 
same week as one another at the end of April/beginning of May, and three more that occurred all during another week 
in early June. Because of these derechos and other derecho like activity, 2020 has had 8 events impacting 10 or more 
states in the first half compared to only 3 such events in 2019.

For the sixth year in a row, we experienced an early kickoff to the hurricane season, with a total of two named tropi-
cal storms, Arthur and Bertha, produced before June 1st. Tropical Storm Cristobal followed June 2nd, with its impacts 
spanning from Florida to Wisconsin in heavy winds, rain and flooding events. We certainly are seeing strong signs of an 
above average season of Hurricane activity in the Atlantic so far. 

In 2020, the re/insurance industries are facing unprecedented levels of uncertainty from never before seen sources. 
When it comes to catastrophes, recognizing, accounting for, and mitigating uncertainty is always the name of the game.  
All of this activity is fueling a focus on terms and conditions and some tightening capacity within the property cat mar-
ket and mid-year renewals.  Reinsurer concerns regarding adverse loss development from 2017 and 2018 events, avail-
ability of retrocession capacity, and exposures to lesser or non-modeled perils, including communicable disease, have 
driven meaningful changes to both pricing and terms and conditions. In taking action to reduce uncertainty, we’ve seen 
reinsurers request accelerated premium schedules, mandatory co-participations, and a prevalence of communicable 
disease and cyber exclusions.

Each event that unfolds in the next several months will undoubtably unfold with covid-19 in the background. With a 
more active than usual hurricane season forecast, here are some recommendations for carriers as we look ahead to 
the next several weeks:

Understanding risk is the first step in risk management. Considering previously unimagined perils and their implica-
tions together with well-understood catastrophe events beforehand can improve post event response efforts and 
potentially reduce losses.

*Based on count of cat codes YTD as of 6/29


